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Liverpool Street Gallery is pleased to announce John Kelly’s long anticipated exhibition of new 
paintings, on view from 29 June – 25 July 2013, opening on Thursday 4 July 2013, 6-8pm. The exhibition 
will comprise a series of new oil paintings that continue Kelly’s ongoing investigation of his identity.  
 
Renowned for his conceptual paintings and sculptures of re-invented Australian national icons, John Kelly’s 
new body of work explores ideas of personal cultural identity and the ‘Alien’. Kelly, who holds three passports; 
English, Australian and Irish; uses his heritage, experiences and history as a means of constant inspiration. 
The new suite of paintings depict the Irish landscape around Reen, Cork, where Kelly has resided for some 
time. Kelly states: “It has strong links to a very difficult time in Irish history…on the other side of this story is the 
fact many of the displaced people of Ireland found their way to Australia. Thus a connection is made between 
a broader history and my own journey, which finds a Cow up a Tree in West Cork.” (John Kelly, March 2013)   

Kelly’s thirst for knowledge combined with his need to connect to and explore his heritage, directed him to 
investigate the Great Irish Famine. The famine was a starting point leading to political and economical 
upheaval in Ireland, and eventually led to Kelly’s family’s departure from Ireland. The translation of this story of 
tragedy is depicted through the en plein air Irish landscapes of Kelly’s family property and its surrounds. The 
somber colour palette of greys, deep umbers and dusty pale blues weigh heavy through their application. The 
flat appearance of sky and sea in High and Low Island (No Boat) (2012) helps accentuate the thick, yet 
intricate layers of paint of the rocky island outcrop.  

Kelly’s brushstroke becomes loose and free in The Sticks (Square Cloud) (2012), where thin layers are lightly 
feathered over the surface. The subject matter is full of contemplation and the atmosphere is melancholy, and 
has been re-visited by Kelly numerous times. This fluid and rough paint application is also seen in Cow up a 
Tree II (2012). The brown pigments mix softly with olive greens and light blues, merging sky and ground into 
one. The depiction of his own sculpture placed in the landscape, Cow Up a Tree (1999), reflects on his own 
narrative, continuing the tale of his family’s fifty year cycle of emigration and return.  
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QUOTE SELECTION 

“One of art’s great historical functions is to act as a personal record of memory; not a dry record of statistics, 
but a vivid portrait of events interpreted from the artist’s view point. It is not objective, however it is added to 
the reference library of human history.”  
(John Kelly, “The Tate Gallery at South Reen, Ireland”, Art Monthly, vol 250, June 2012, p95)  
 
“Ideas derived within an evolutionary framework, beginning with William Dobell and the strange camouflage 
scheme that he was involved in during World War II, are what drive my work.”    
(John Kelly, “John Kelly: The ‘Improved’ Body: animals and humans”, Artlink, vol 22, no 1, 2007) 
 
“I’m always looking for new elements. People ask me if I’m painting cows. I was never painting cows; they 
were symbols which represented something else.”  
(John Kelly, “Bull Market for Niagara”, The Age, Thursday 24 April 2003, p15)  

 
“Despite his surreal imagery and, at times, wacky humour, issues of freedom, control and identity lie at the 
heart of his work.”  
(Sue Hubbard, “Probe – John Kelly”, Agnew’s Gallery, Catalogue, 2010) 
 
“The absurd and surrealist nature of the idea of making faux cows on the war effort appealed to Kelly’s sense 
of humour – encapsulating both the Irish trait of larrikinism and the Australian sense of anti-establishment.” 
(Robert Lindsay, “John Kelly – Deconstructing Australia”, 2007, p6)  
 
 
BIOGRAPHY 

John Kelly completed his Bachelor of Arts degree and Master of Arts (Painting) at the Royal Melbourne 
Institute of Technology. In 1995, Kelly was awarded the coveted Anne and Gordon Samstag International 
Visual Arts scholarship, which took him to London to study at the Slade School of Art. Kelly was selected to 
exhibit his now famous sculpture Cow up a Tree in the prestigious Champs de la Sculpture II Exposition on the 
Champs Elysees in 1999, and again in 2007, at the Musee d’Moderne et d’Art Contemporaine (MAMAC). In 
2006, a major exhibition of Kelly’s monumental sculpture was mounted at McClelland Gallery + Sculpture 
Park, Melbourne. John Kelly: Deconstructing Australia included several large scale sculptures which continued 
the theme of ‘the logo’ in his art. Personal ‘branding’ or cultural identity is also central to his practice with his 
Multiple Culture Identity Project referencing his Anglo/Celtic/Australian heritage. Kelly lives and works in 
Ireland.  

   

For further information about the artist, exhibition or high resolution images please contact Liverpool 
Street Gallery on info@liverpoolstgallery.com.au or 02 8353 7799. 
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